
WRITING A PAPER IN APA STYLE WORD 2010

A Guide on How To Use APA Style Formatting with Microsoft Word 0. Dunwoody College of .. Sample APA Paper from
Milligan, T. (). The Effects of.

Or, if you want to export your bibliography sources to another computer, check out this post on the Microsoft
Word blog. Under When correcting spelling and grammar in Word, click on Settings. It cannot be longer than
50 characters letters and spaces. Keep in mind that APA does not call for two spaces after any period such as
for abbreviations or in the reference list ONLY when a period ends a sentence do you need two spaces.
NOTE: The running head on the title page is different from the running head for the rest of your paper. Go to
the Paragraph Group see image. You can create your own updated version of a style or build custom styles.
Click the Title checkbox and then click OK. Leave 1 in. You can check this by clicking on Page Layout, then
click on Margins. Instead, if you have the desktop version of Word, select Open in Word to open the
document. Click OK to exit. Close the header and footer red x on the top right-hand side of the page Go to
page 2 of your document or if you haven't started writing it, insert a page break and delete the phrase Running
head, leaving just your abbreviated title. Put two spaces after the period for each sentence in the body of the
paper Note, use only one space after a period in your references at the end of the paper. Expand your Office
skills. Things to Remember A running head is written in all capital letters. If you have multiple citations from
the same author, there is a known Word bug where the citation generator fills in the publication title when it's
not supposed to. Click at the end of the sentence or phrase that you want to cite. In Spaces Required Between
Sentences, select 2. The steps are very similar on older versions of Word. This setting will alert you to single
spaces after a period with the green squiggle that shows when there is a grammar error in your paper.
Typically, they are at the end of a document. From the menu, click on the Insert tab. Microsoft Word does not
have a setting to automatically put in two spaces at the end of a sentence, but you can set-up the grammar
check to alert you when only one space is used. Microsoft Word usually is set to 1 in. Go to the menu, at the
top of the page, under Header and Footer Tools, click the box that says Different first page. This rule is often
not enforced by professors. Create the Running Head The running head appears at the top of the page. The
next time you quote this reference, you don't have to type it all out again, just click Insert Citation and select
the citation you want to use. If you want to learn more about using citation placeholders and editing sources,
take a look at Create a bibliography.


